The Art Happens Here: Net Art’s Archival Poetics

“The Art Happens Here: Net Art’s Archival Poetics” presents sixteen artworks selected from “Net Art Anthology” (anthology.rhizome.org), a major online exhibition charting the history of net art through one hundred key works. Organized by the New Museum’s affiliate Rhizome, “The Art Happens Here” culminates this two-year research and preservation initiative.

More than just the creative use of the internet, net art involves diverse practices that “happen” via encounters among users and machines on and through networks. Its live, performative quality means that questions regarding its archival status often emerge—at the point of a work’s creation, when it is taken up by an institution, or in response to changing technological circumstances. How can net art be made to last without losing its variability? How can it be reperformed and recirculated as network contexts change? How can we note its absence or loss?

This exhibition brings together works in a variety of mediums—including websites, software, sculpture, graphics, books, and merchandise—that map out possible responses to these questions. Including archival gestures by artists and restorations by Rhizome’s internationally renowned digital preservation team, the exhibition underlines the importance of rehearsing aspects of network culture that might otherwise recede from view. In doing so, “The Art Happens Here” suggests that by engaging poetically with net art’s past, we can better reckon with the challenges and contradictions of a rapidly changing network culture.

This exhibition is curated by Michael Connor, Artistic Director, Rhizome, with Aria Dean, Assistant Curator, Rhizome.

Digital preservation by Dragan Espenschied, Preservation Director, Rhizome, with Lyndsey Jane Moulds, Software Curator, Rhizome.